
A FOUNDATION OF FOAM
We started in foam, and have been innovators ever since. 

You can feel it in the latest office chair. It protects your 

valuable equipment during shipping. It dampens sound 

and vibration. It seals gaskets. Foam is the solution to 

your pressing issues, and is the foundation on which our 

business functions.

FOAM FABRICATION



The more complex the issue, the more innovative the solution.  

Concepts become realities, ideas become products and problems  

become opportunities. From the initial idea through delivery, we are  

a solutions company. More than six decades of experience solving 

complex problems means your foam solutions are within reach.

NO PROBLEM IS TOO COMPLEX

Office furniture is comfortable. Marine cushions are stylish.  

Medical devices are precise. And it’s all because of polyurethane 

foam. With the ability to be CNC machined, convoluted, die-cut, 

compression-formed and water-jetted, polyurethane foam can 

solve the most complex problems.

Go ahead. Ask foam to do a lot. Its job is important and  

its execution can’t be compromised. Versatile and essential,  

polyurethane foam is your solution.

Versatile Performance
Polyurethane Foam: Consumer Products

When dealing with expensive, fragile and class A surface  

items, you shouldn’t have to worry about shipping and  

handling. Enter the peace of mind that is polyethylene  

foam. For expendable and returnable packs, polyethylene 

foam protects electronics, finished parts and other sensitive 

items during shipping.

With the perfect design for your application and the  

implementation only an experienced, innovative company  

can promise, your packaging problems are solved.

The Total Package
Polyethylene Foam: Packaging Products



1. Straight line cut     2. Curved cut assembly     3. 3D Cut     4. Bevel Cut     5. Water Jet Cut     6. Value-Add Assembly
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FOAM SERVICES

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

DESIGN SUPPORT

PROTOTYPING

TESTING 

CONVERTING

FOAM ASSEMBLY

INTEGRATED ASSEMBLY

TURNKEY ASSEMBLY

CUT, SEW, UPHOLSTER

FOAM KITTING / STAGING / PACKAGING

VENDOR MANAGED INVENTORY

STOCK AND RELEASE PROGRAMS

DIRECT–TO–CUSTOMER DISTRIBUTION/FULFILLMENT

PROCESSES

HORIZONTAL / VERTICAL BAND SAW CUTTING

HIGH–SPEED SLITTING

HORIZONTAL /VERTICAL CNC PROFILE CUTTING

HOTWIRE SHAPING

DIE CUTTING

WATER-JET CUTTING

CONVOLUTED CUTTING

SKIVING CUTTING

AUTOMATED CONTOUR CUTTING

AUTOMATED COMPRESSION CUTTING
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G&T Industries is an employee-owned company that 

continues to solve complex problems. Every member 

of our team has a personal stake in our success, and  is 

honored to have one in yours as well.


